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Abstract :Studying and analyzing line and texture structure in great artist’s’ works such as Vincent Van Gogh 

adds value to those who are concerned in art like students and specialists. It promotes their art sense by raising 

visual culture, tackling lines techniques in these well-known paintings and controlling dynamics of line, color 

and visual texture by practical experiment using Relief printing. The research adopted the idea of associating 

impressionism as an art with Van Gogh’s artworks. Van Gogh came after impressionism era. He studied works 

done by impressionists and analyzed their brush strokes. He was influenced by Japanese printing such as 

woodcut which he adopted it at this time and affected his paintings. He’s always adopted the powerful brush 

stroke technique to highlight lines impact in the painting and to raise the artistic value of the work in color, line 

and visual texture. The researcher commenced the idea of the research by reflecting the idea of Van Gogh. He 

adopted practical analytical approach to study the dynamics and routs of lines in Van Gogh’s painting in order 

to print it. The researcher believes that this experiment has greatly affected students enrolled at the College of 

Basic Studies in Kuwait - Art Education Department. The experiment based on relief printing in which a student 

chose a Van Gogh painting to study and analyze the dynamics of lines showed in the painting by using brush 

strokes and then shift it to clearer lines by carving on a linoleum substance to be eventually printed on paper by 

using ink and soft pastel colors to keep away from colored spaces caused by printing and maintain color 

dynamics just like the original painting. The main purpose of the research is to raise the cognitive level of 

students and engage them in studying and analyzing the dynamics of lines in Van Gogh’s artworks that have a 

great impact in art history. Besides, to make students gain more skills in relief printing by which they can 

execute very famous paintings with an impressionism vision. 
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I. Introduction 
Impressionism is the preface revolution of modern art, impressionists characterized by the strong colors 

and expression in their paintings, Van Gogh is one of the most prominent artists who clearly distinguish the 

dynamics of movement within his work as a line, color and texture. 

Therefore, the researcher thought to activate this dynamic movement in relief printing, and to provide 

this research as an experiment practice by undergraduate students in the Department of Art Education, to raise 

the art awareness of students in the history of van Gogh’s paintings by printing. 

A print is a finished composition and an end product of the creative process, and in this respect stands closer to a 

painting than to a drawing. (Griffiths, 1996, p.10) 

1. Purpose of research: 

1.1Highlight the importance features of the linoleum engraving paths to show the identity of Van Gogh 

paintings style. 

1.2New entrance to take advantage of Van Gogh’s subject matters in the presentation of new design trends in 

printmaking. 

1.3 Find new starting points in Van Gogh’s paintings for design structures in printmaking, to increase the 

dynamic expression values in printing. 

2. Research question: 

How can the analytical study of the surface construction of the Van Gogh’s paintings benefit from enriching the 

style of printing in the relief printing? 
3. Research method: 

Analytical descriptive approach as practice based research applied by undergraduate art education students 

(experimental process) at the College of Basic Education in Kuwait. 
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4. Theoretical phase: Students’ understanding and comprehending  
4.1 Studying Vincent Van Gogh’s biography and artwork. 

4.2 Studying the concept and artistic significance of dynamic lines.  

4.3 Classification of movement styles through dynamism in Van Gogh’s art works. 

4.4 Analyzing forms of dynamism in the structure of Van Gogh’s Paintings and identifying their expressive 

values. 

 

5. Practical phase: Drawing - Carving - Printing: 
5.1 Each student chooses one painting of Van Gogh according to movement paths of lines after going through 

the analytical phase. 

5.2 The student draws the painting on the paper which will be printed and coloring it using soft pastel colors. 

5.3 Student draws the painting one more time on linoleum surface then start carving. 

Print it using only black ink. 

 
6. Previous studies: 

Many studies indicate that modern art is based on classic artworks that were created in the past 

throughout the history of art in general. i.e; the perfect start is to begin where others have finished. The 

researcher develops student’s skills academically by discussing and studying classic works in art history, in 

order to raise their awareness in the art field, and to make them visually better to encourage them finish the 

expected projects during the first semester. 

Printmaking is a type of comprehensive field in art. It contains ink that functions as a shade and light as 

well as colors and different techniques, whether carving on the top or under the surfaces. These printmaking 

techniques include relief, intaglio, etching, lithography, skill screen and other techniques that has unique 

function and nature. 

Many studies were involved in Van Gogh and his relation with learning process. These studies state 

that Van Gogh’s art and biography should be part of the education system for its inspirational and excellent 

model to students. This model is able to show students the significance of art and the way to change the world 

around them by using one’s imagination and passion in all aspects of life.  
Rob Hopkins wrote an important article called “What Van Gogh can teach us about education and 

learning” about the necessity of introducing Van Gogh to art education. Hopkins started his article with a 

question; did Van Gogh took lessons in how to be the artist who is going to change the world? he also 

mentioned how to encourage students to express their feelings and use their imagination during learning.  

Nowadays, students only learn to pass exams not to discuss different perspectives with other students. [2] 

Van Gogh decided to be an artist in 1880 when he saw the carving process used in newspapers printing 

back then. He noticed the effect of lines in this carving process so he started thinking and searching for a similar 

way to use it in painting. Van Gogh’s skills were not based on academic learning; it was based on self-learning. 

Engagement with other artists, trials and errors helped him from his artistic character. Consequently, education 

system should be based on training and representing Van Gogh’s experience to students in all different 

education levels. [2] 

Therefore, the researcher review Van Gogh’s biography to students and observes how much they are 

inspired by the artist and his artworks, personality and even his suffering so that their results during the semester 

would be based on the most important model in art history. Freya Peterson wrote an article about the necessity 

of introducing Van Gogh’s artworks to students starting from his earlier period. The technical style in these 

paintings opens students’ minds and refreshes the left side of their brain. The impact of these paintings 

interfaces with forming their imagination and way of thinking. Artistic value doesn’t really exist in the 

education system so teachers should raise students’ awareness using the actual value of art in the education 

system in general. By copying Van Gogh’s artworks, students not only have higher perspective in art but also 

they have better personal perspective. [3] 

Another study of Toshi Yoshida, Rei Yuki illustrates the ability to master many techniques, Texture 

and line effects by using natural and manufactured materials such as linoleum in relief printing during forming 

layers of deep spaces and line spaces and forming spontaneous effects using colors. The researcher used soft 

pastel colors to prepare the surface before printing. [4] 

 

II. Van Gogh and as a learning method in art education 
Many art curriculums applied in schools, even the college level, depend on Van Gogh’s art and 

biography in educating students by applying experiences. Therefore, Van Gogh is considered to be an inspiring 

artist and an inspiring educator. He is a role model in all art aspects whether theoretical or practical. Modern 

societies concerned in art learning allow any institutions and museums to participate in the education process. 

The Museum of Modern Art MOMA in New York city contributes in art education in accordance with schools 
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and universities in order to educate students by giving priority to educational institutions. MOMA has a great 

contribution in art marketing in many aspects such as printing brochures and flyers that contain information 

about art to be distributed among students in the schools and universities in New York. [5] 
Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art has special educational program dedicated for students and 

teachers. It is part of art education curriculum, it is called “The Elements of Art”: The section “color” takes Van 

Gogh as a theme in art education by explaining the theory and philosophy of color according to world’s artists 

and by explaining “post-impressionism” movement. It illustrates all education pillars of Van Gogh and his 

paintings dividing them into (shape - texture - focal point - form). The program demonstrates lines movement 

and the power of brushstrokes in Van Gogh’s paintings. It illustrates the analysis of a painting through X-

radiography technology and the experience of International exhibition of Modern Art known as “Armory Show” 

in New York 1913. It clarifies that brushstrokes on the surface of the painting is different from brushstroke on 

the layer beneath the painting itself. The two similar strokes don’t affect the surface itself. [6] 

Student-Teacher program at Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art focuses on art analysis, i.e.; the 

program links between learner and their talent in a creative way using art history. Remarkably, the program 

starts with many questions relevant to Van Gogh throughout the program sections, for instance: Why might 

artists choose to paint themselves? Why do you think Van Gogh painted this self-portrait? [6] 

Along with many other questions that make students get more involved in Van Gogh’s artworks and 

compare them with other artists who are contemporary to him. The program also illustrates Van Gogh’s letters 

to his brother Theo, compares these letters with his artworks and requires students to write an article about Van 

Gogh’s style. The program raises the level of students’ education and awareness by applying these methods, so 

that art education can leave a real impact on the society and make students more creative. [6] 

 

III. The concept of the research and the discussion: From paintings to prints 

The main concept of the research is to reflect Van Gogh’s idea about dynamic shift in his paintings 

during 1880 when he was inspired by newspaper engravings. He used to buy many printing works from 

woodcuts at the docks then he began to favor Japanese prints. He always painted similar lines to those existed in 

Japanese prints. “I envy the Japanese artists for the incredible neat clarity which all their works have. It is never 

boring” Van Gogh said in a letter to his brother. Van Gogh always used reed pen in his paintings to clarify the 

dynamism of lines as in the Japanese prints. (Walter, 1993, p25) 

The researcher aims, in this research, to print Van Gogh’s paintings by using relief printing technique, 

while keeping the identity of the original painting. The printing process is applied by some students of printing 

subjects who are enrolled in the College of Basic Education - Art Education Department. The main purpose is to 

engage students in Van Gogh’s experience and artworks through printing process in order to achieve the 

expressive value. However, to achieve the expressive value doesn’t mean to achieve symmetry like Van Gogh’s 

artworks, it means adding motion sense to the dynamism of lines caused by relief printing. 

 

IV. Van Gogh’s impact on students’ way of thinking 

The researcher started by illustrating and discussing Van Gogh’s biography with students to know how 

much they understand Van Gogh’s art and suffering. The researcher referred to a published study by Wilfred 

Niels Arnold called “The Illness of Vincent Van Gogh” as Arnold described major incidents that affected Van 

Gogh’s art. “Creative people who have shaken the world a bit are generally surrounded by popular 

contemplations about their physical and mental health” Arnold said about Van Gogh. Arnold proposed that Van 

Gogh suffered from acute intermittent porphyria that grew with each painting during his life and that was the 

reason of his changeable reaction and mood in each painting. [8] The discussion that took place with students by 

asking some questions will affect their understanding on Van Gogh’s state of art very well. 

The researcher focused on Van Gogh’s self-learning that academic and pedagogic part didn’t contribute 

to his art life. The researcher drew students’ attention to the paintings’ dynamism. He chose Portrait of Dr 

Gachet to be the center of attention on Van Gogh’s artistic and dynamic style. Van Gogh painted Portrait of Dr 

Gachet twice as in “Fig.01”. There is a remarkable resemblance and, at the same time, a difference between both 

of the portraits. In late 1880 Van Gogh’s health state deteriorated that he went through the incident of cutting 

part of his ears and got into the hospital for almost a month. In April 1889, he entered Saint-Rémy-de-Provence 

asylum where he spent a year before he got out in 1890. Theo Van Gogh Vincent’s brother, noticed that Dr. 

Gachet as an artist has a desire to follow up Vincent’s health state and help him recover. In the meantime, 

Vincent Van Gogh drew two copies of Dr Gachet. The first copy shows Dr. Gachet as sad and desperate. While 

the other one shows him sad but clever and think deeply. [8] 
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Figure.01 Portrait of Dr. Gachet (First version and Second version), Vincent Van Gogh 1890 [7] 

 

In this phase, on students’ analysis on the two portraits, the impact of the artist’s impression and the subject 

matter, i.e. if the artist drew it again, there will be a different impression in each time, which is an important part 

in the practical phase of this research. 

 

V. The analysis of Van Gogh’s dynamism 
Dynamism in Van Gogh’s paintings needs to be analyzed as it is a significant part of this research. The 

researcher, in this research, deals with dynamism as a total value added to the artistic sense and a distinguish 

characteristic to the printed work. Dynamism focuses on the movement of things and paths. In art, dynamism is 

the changeable and consonant rhythm. Whereas in printing, dynamism is the rhythm shift of visual art in the 

carving lines on the surface to be printed.   

Dynamism is known as the science of spontaneous, changeable, advanced, organized, and variable 

movement whether in quantity or in direction. In art, it is an endless evolutionary movement renewed within an 

infinite rhythm. (Hamdi, 1983, p11) 

Dynamic lines in art depends on major factors such as: (moving element - direction of element - type of 

movement - movement ratio - change element). The researcher focuses, in this study, on the type of movement 

which includes (straight movement - circular movement - spiral movement - wavy movement - frequent 

movement) as explained in “Table.1”. In order for the researcher to recognize the lines dynamic in Van Gogh’s 

paintings, he has to recognize the term “texture”. Texture term is divided into Visual Texture and Tactile 

Texture. Visual Texture is a two- dimensional texture; it is identified by sight not touch as it is non touchable. 

Whereas, Tactile Texture is identified by touch as well as by sight. 

Most of the lines in Van Gogh’s Paintings are organic and natural. Dynamics of lines have mostly 

wavy and frequent movement. Nature controls most of movement types touched in the surfaces. Rudolf 

Arnheim mentioned that composition dynamics will only work if each part moves according to the total 

movement of the composition. Art work is mainly organized by the dominant dynamics in which the movements 

corresponds with the total framework. [10] 
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Table.1 Lines types and expression in art [11] 

 
 

Although Van Gogh used his multi-color brushstrokes in his paintings, which he learned from 

impressionists, his brushstrokes were wider and more energetic. they had other goals and effects than 

impressionists had. The researcher chose many paintings of Van Gogh to show the students before printing 

process to study and analyze the dynamics and types of lines of those paintings as explained in the “Fig.02”. For 

instance, the painting is divided into two or three layers and classified as background, middle ground and 

foreground, besides the main and side elements of the painting. After that, the dynamism of brushstrokes in the 

original painting is shifted to more aggressive and clearer lines in the printed copy. 

 

 
Figure.02 Researcher’s example of lines explanation to the students using van Gogh's painting "Portrait of Dr Gachet, 1890" 
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VI. Practical phase: Implementation: 
The Researcher illustrates the steps of a work done by students then the rest of the results will be 

illustrated as students followed the same steps in all works. At the beginning, the researcher noted that executing 

and analyzing these works should be based on the following factors: (determining elements of the painting - 

colors and lines dynamics - background lines movement). In Van Gogh’s painting “Portrait of Dr Gachet” That 

the researcher illustrated and analyzed its lines in the preceding figure, has been chosen by a student to print it. 

 

The steps of printing process applied on the painting “Portrait of DrGachet” are: 

VI.1 Draw the original painting’s as an outlines on the paper that will be use in printing as in “Fig.03”. 

VI.2 Coloring it using soft pastel to keep the quality of colors as the researcher doesn’t want a flat colored 

spaces, so as not to lose color dynamic sense as illustrated in “Fig.04”. Then, a fixative spray is applied after 

each color layer created on the surface to preserve the colors. 

VI.3 Draw the original painting on a linoleum surface so that lines area identical to the drawing executed in the 

printed paper. Then carving areas should be done according to dynamism of lines in the painting as illustrated 

previously in “Fig.05”. 

VI.4 The final step is printing as illustrated in “Fig.06”. Printing ink is applied on the surface which was colored 

by soft pastel. Corners of the paper should match the linoleum surface as illustrated in “Fig.07”. 

The final result is illustrated in “Fig.08”as dynamism of lines and variations are applied successfully. In each 

layer there is a different type of line in which line route is created as a result of lines movement in each element 

of the painting. 

 

 
Figure.03 Prepare the image as lines Figure.04 coloring with soft pastel      Figure.05 Carving the image on linoleum 
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Figure.06 preparing Black ink to print      Figure.07 applying the drawing on linoleum     Figure.08 The print after the lines 

 

VII. Analysis of research results 

Three students have agreed upon choosing the same painting of Van Gogh to be the main subject of printing 

process, which is “Van Gogh Self-Portrait (1889)”. The researcher concurred with the students to create 

different line dynamics from each other, i.e. they shouldn’t do similar line paths or movement types even in 

thickness and color dynamics. The researcher adopted the same strategy with other students as well. The result 

was as follows: 

VII.1The print result illustrated in “Fig.09”.is more flexible and closer to the lines movement in the original 

painting. 

VII.2The print result in “Fig.10”. is similar to the original painting but different in the dynamism of color. It is 

more powerful and clearer than the original painting. 

VII.3The print result in “Fig.11” is completely different in type and structure of lines. It took different paths 

than the original painting. The line is thicker than the other tasks and the lines dynamics are wider and taller and 

do not match with the line movement of the main object in the painting. 

As for the other results illustrated in “Fig.12”, “Fig.13”and “Fig.14”the lines are more powerful in focusing on 

the subject matter of the painting. The dynamic structure of the line is more stable and closer to Van Gogh’s 

original painting. 

 

 
Figure.09Flexible wavy as the original paintingFigure.10detailed thin wavy dynamic lines   Figure.11Inflexible thick curvy lines 
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Figure.12more than five type of lines      Figure.13Thick lines in details in each objectFigure.14very delicate wavy thin lines 

 

VIII. Conclusion 
The period between 1887 to 1890 is the toughest time in Van Gogh’s life. Hence, all Van Gogh’s 

paintings used in this research are similar to each other in terms of artistic values. The studies of Van Gogh on 

the Japanese art specially woodcut prints are largely related to the research. The researcher focused on the 

execution of Van Gogh’s painting adversely. He shifted from painting by brush to reed pen in which it depends 

greatly on the lines as in Japanese woodcut prints.  

In this research, the researcher conveyed the idea of printing in a simple manner. He focused on 

dynamism of lines used by a genius artist whose name was related to the power and clearness of lines in his 

paintings as a way to show landscapes views and portraits of people he met in his life and reflected them in a 

great way. The researcher tackled the subject of the research by applying printing experiment through students 

who greatly benefited from these experiments. They gained a lot of knowledge about life and artistic style of 

Van Gogh, as well as they analyzed lines in the paintings better after comprehending lines dynamics. They 

realized the impact of these paintings on the beholders. They also gained more experience in relief printing 

domain and the power of printing on the major elements of the artwork and how the variation of these lines 

raises the artistic value of the painting. 

 

IX. Recommendations 
The researcher notices that conveying the experience wider on the impressionism level of paintings in 

general will have a big impact on students in gaining skills by studying and analyzing impressionist works. This 

process can be applied on two types of relief printing in order to have variable standards in printing level of 

these paintings that depend on color and texture dynamics. 
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